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Research and Debate in Primary Geography
2017-10-02

this book brings together recent papers which make important contributions to
understanding and developing primary geography it considers primary teachers and
trainee teachers knowledge of geography how the primary curriculum uses geography
teachers planning of geography teaching the way in which aspects of geography are
taught what high quality geography might look like and children s geographical
understanding and voices though geography curricula change quite often in countries
around the world the core matters noted above remain of constant and vital importance
the papers in this book either concern research with primary teachers and children or
consider key concerns in primary geography providing important perspectives for
thinking about future developments in geography teaching and curriculum initiatives in
primary schools this is a stimulating and enticing collection written by leading
exponents of and experts in primary geography education this book was originally
published as a special issue of education 3 13

Geographic Information Science at the Heart of Europe
2013-05-13

for the seventh consecutive year the agile promotes the publication of a book
collecting high level scientific papers from unpublished fundamental scientific
research in the field of geographic information science as the agenda for europe 2020
is currently being set this book demonstrates how geographic information science is at
the heart of europe the contributions open perspectives for innovative services that
will strengthen our european economy and which will inform citizens about their
environment while preserving their privacy the latest challenges of spatial data
infrastructures are addressed such as the connection with the vocabularies or the
representation of genealogy user generated data through social networks or through
interactive cameras and software is also an important breakthrough in our domain a
trend to deal more and more with time events ancient data a nd activities is noticeable
this year as well this volume collects the 23 best full papers presented during the
16th agile conference on geographic information science held between 14 and 17 may 2013
in leuven belgium

The Routledge Research Companion to Media Geography
2016-03-23

this companion provides an authoritative source for scholars and students of the
nascent field of media geography while it has deep roots in the wider discipline the
consolidation of media geography has started only in the past decade with the creation
of media geography s first dedicated journal aether as well as the publication of the
sub discipline s first textbook however at present there is no other work which
provides a comprehensive overview and grounding by indicating the sub discipline s
evolution and hinting at its future this volume not only serves to encapsulate what
geographers have learned about media but also will help to set the agenda for expanding
this type of interdisciplinary exploration the contributors leading scholars in this
field including stuart aitken deborah dixon derek mccormack barney warf and matthew
zook not only review the existing literature within the remit of their chapters but
also articulate arguments about where the future might take media geography scholarship
the volume is not simply a collection of individual offerings but has afforded an
opportunity to exchange ideas about media geography with contributors making
connections between chapters and developing common themes

Learning to Teach Geography in the Secondary School
2015-05-20

learning to teach geography in the secondary school has become the widely recommended
textbook for student and new teachers of geography it helps you acquire a deeper
understanding of the role purpose and potential of geography within the secondary
curriculum and provides the practical skills needed to design teach and evaluate
stimulating and challenging lessons it is grounded in the notion of social justice and
the idea that all students are entitled to a high quality geography education the very
practical dimension provides you with support structures through which you can begin to



develop your own philosophy of teaching and debate key questions about the nature and
purpose of the subject in school fully revised and updated in light of extensive
changes to the curriculum as well as to initial teacher education the new edition
considers the current debates around what we mean by geographical knowledge and what s
involved in studying at masters level key chapters explore the fundamentals of teaching
and learning geography why we teach and what to teach understanding and planning the
curriculum effective pedagogy assessment developing and using resources fieldwork and
outdoor learning values in school geography professional development intended as a core
textbook and written with university and school based initial teacher education in mind
learning to teach geography in the secondary school is essential reading for all those
who aspire to become effective reflective teachers praise for previous editions of
learning to teach geography in the secondary school this is a practical and visionary
book as well as being superbly optimistic it has as much to offer the experienced
teacher as the novice and could be used to reinvigorate geography departments
everywhere practical activities and ideas are set within a carefully worked out
authoritative conceptual framework the times educational supplement this is a modern
powerful relevant and comprehensive work a standard reference for many beginning
teachers on geography initial teacher training courses educational review

Approaches to Human Geography
2014-12-01

the book covers some of the traditionally most obtuse and difficult to grasp
philosophical ideas that have influenced geographers geography the fact that these are
presented in an inclusive and accessible manner is a key strength many students have
commented that the chapters they have read have encouraged them to read more in this
field which is fantastic from a lecturer s perspective richard white sheffield hallam
university a new edition of the classic approaches text for students organised in three
sections which overviews and explains the history and philosophy of human geographies
in all its applications by those who practise it section one philosophies positivist
geography humanism feminist geographies marxisms structuration theory human animal
realism postmodern geographies poststructuralist theories actor network theory
postcolonialism geohumanities technologies section two people institutions and cultures
places and contexts memories and desires understanding place personal and political
becoming a geographer movement and encounter spaces and flows places as thoughts
section three practices mapping and geovisualization quantification evidence and
positivism geographic information systems humanism activism feminist geographies
poststructuralist theories psychoanalysis environmental inquiry contested geographies
and culture wars fully updated throughout and with eight brand new chapters this is the
core text for modules on history theory and practice in human geography

Legal Geography
2019-12-06

this book is the first legal geography book to explicitly engage in method it
complements this by also bringing together different perspectives on the emerging
school of legal geography it explores human environment interactions and showcases
distinct environmental legal geography scholarship legal geography perspectives and
methods is an innovative book concerned with a new relational and material way of
examining our legal spatial world with chapters examining natural resource management
indigenous knowledge and political ecology scholarship the text introduces legal
geography s modes of analysis and critique the book explores topics such as indigenous
environmental rights the impacts of extractive industries mediation of climate change
food animal and plant patents fossil fuels mining and coastal environments based on
empirical jurisdictional and methodological insights from australia new zealand and the
asia pacific to demonstrate how space and place are invoked in legal processes and
contestations and the methods that may be employed to explore these processes and
contestations this book examines the role of legal geographies in the 21st century
beyond the simple law in action and it will thus appeal to students of socio legal
studies human geography environmental studies environmental policy as well as politics
and international relations

MasterClass in Geography Education
2015-01-29

masterclass in geography education provides a comprehensive exploration of the major



themes in geography education research and pedagogy drawing on international research
the editor draws together a variety of professional academic and practitioner
perspectives to support professional development of geography teachers the book
incorporates discussion of the place of subject knowledge in geography the role and
function of research in geography education and the relationship between research and
practice topics covered include research and professional practice constructing
geographical knowledge ethical considerations carrying out research projects
masterclass in geography education will be essential reading for all studying the
teaching and learning of geography on pgce and education med ma courses

The New Oxford Handbook of Economic Geography
2018

the first fifteen years of the 21st century have thrown into sharp relief the
challenges of growth equity stability and sustainability facing the world economy in
addition they have exposed the inadequacies of mainstream economics in providing
answers to these challenges this volume gathers over 50 leading scholars from around
the world to offer a forward looking perspective of economic geography to understanding
the various building blocks relationships and trajectories in the world economy the
perspective is at the same time grounded in theory and in the experiences of particular
places reviewing state of the art of economic geography setting agendas and with
illustrations and empirical evidence from all over the world the book should be an
essential reference for students researchers as well as strategists and policy makers
building on the success of the first edition this volume offers a radically revised
updated and broader approach to economic geography with the backdrop of the global
financial crisis finance is investigated in chapters on financial stability financial
innovation global financial networks the global map of savings and investments and
financialization environmental challenges are addressed in chapters on resource
economies vulnerability of regions to climate change carbon markets and energy
transitions distribution and consumption feature alongside more established topics on
the firm innovation and work the handbook also captures the theoretical and conceptual
innovations of the last fifteen years including evolutionary economic geography and the
global production networks approach addressing the dangers of inequality instability
and environmental crisis head on the volume concludes with strategies for growth and
new ways of envisioning the spatiality of economy for the future

Population Geography
2017-02-15

this compact and accessible text provides a comprehensive issue oriented introduction
to population geography first grounding students in the fundamentals bruce newbold then
explains the tools and techniques commonly used to describe and understand population
concepts using real world issues and events drawing on both u s and international cases
he explores such pressing concerns as hiv aids international migration refugee
movements fertility mortality resource scarcity and conflict every chapter includes
both methods and focus sections to provide a more in depth discussion of the ideas and
concepts developed in the book in addition a wide array of maps tables and figures
illustrate and enhance the cases newbold highlights the geographical perspective with
its ability to provide powerful insights and bridge disparate issues by emphasizing the
roles of space and place location regional differences and diffusion arguing that an
understanding of population is essential to prepare for the future this cogent text
will provide upper division undergraduates with a thorough grasp of the field

The SAGE Handbook of Human Geography, 2v
2014-02-22

superb how refreshing to see a handbook that eschews convention and explores the
richness and diversity of the geographical imagination in such stimulating and
challenging ways peter dicken university of manchester stands out as an innovative and
exciting contribution that exceeds the genre sallie a marston university of arizona
captures wonderfully the richness and complexity of the worlds that human beings
inhabit this is a stand out among handbooks lily kong national university of singapore
this wonderfully unconventional book demonstrates human geography s character and
significance not by marching through traditional themes but by presenting a set of
geographical essays on basic ideas practices and concerns alexander b murphy university
of oregon this sage handbook stands out for its capacity to provoke the reader to think



anew about human geography essays that offer some profoundly original insights into
what it means to engage geographically with the world eric sheppard ucla published in
association with the journal progress in human geography edited and written by the
principal scholars in the discipline this handbook demonstrates the difference that
thinking about the world geographically makes each section considers how human
geography shapes the world interrogates it and intervenes in it it includes a major
retrospective and prospective introductory essay with three substantive sections on
imagining human geographies practising human geographies living human geographies the
handbook also has an innovative multimedia component of conversations about key issues
in human geography as well as an overview of human geography from the editors a key
reference for any scholar interested in questions about what difference it makes to
think spatially or geographically about the world this handbook is a rich and textured
statement about the geographical imagination

The Wiley Blackwell Companion to Political Geography
2015-10-12

the wiley blackwell companion to political geography aims to account for the
intellectual and worldly developments that have taken place in and around political
geography in the last 10 years bringing together established names in the field as well
as new scholars it highlights provocative theoretical and conceptual debates on
political geography from a range of global perspectives discusses the latest
developments and places increased emphasis on modes of thinking contested key concepts
and on geopolitics climate change and terrorism explores the influence of the practice
based methods in geography and concepts including postcolonialism feminist geographies
the notion of the anthropocene and new understandings of the role of non human actors
in networks of power offers an accessible introduction to political geography for those
in allied fields including political science international relations and sociology

International Encyclopedia of Geography, 15 Volume Set
2017-03-20

representing the definitive reference work for this broad and dynamic field the
international encyclopedia of geography arises from an unprecedented collaboration
between wiley and the american association of geographers aag to review and define the
concepts research and techniques in geography and interrelated fields available as a
robust online resource and as a 15 volume full color print set the encyclopedia
assembles a truly global group of scholars for a comprehensive authoritative overview
of geography around the world contains more than 1 000 entries ranging from 1 000 to 10
000 words offering accessible introductions to basic concepts sophisticated
explanations of complex topics and information on geographical societies around the
world assembles a truly global group of more than 900 scholars hailing from over 40
countries for a comprehensive authoritative overview of geography around the world
provides definitive coverage of the field encompassing human geography physical
geography geographic information science and systems earth studies and environmental
science brings together interdisciplinary perspectives on geographical topics and
techniques of interest across the social sciences humanities science and medicine
features full color throughout the print version and more than 1 000 illustrations and
photographs annual updates to online edition

Key Methods in Geography
2016-05-21

practical accessible careful and interesting this revised volume brings the subject up
to date and explains in bite sized chunks the how s and why s of modern day
geographical study it brings together physical and human approaches again in a new
synthesis danny dorling professor of geography university of oxford key methods in
geography is the perfect introductory companion providing an overview of qualitative
and quantitative methods for human and physical geography this third edition features
12 new chapters representing emerging themes including online virtual and digital
geographical methods real life case study examples summaries and exercises for each
chapter free online access to full text of progress in human geography and progress in
physical geography progress reports the teaching of research methods is integral to all
geography courses key methods in geography third edition explains all of the key
methods with which geography undergraduates must be conversant



The Power of Geography
2022-11

originally published in great britain in 2021 by elliott and thompson limited copyright
page

Handbook of Industry Studies and Economic Geography
2013-12-27

this unique handbook examines the impacts on and responses to economic geography
explicitly from the perspective of the behaviour mechanics systems and experiences of
different firms in various types of industries the industry studies approach all

Political Geography
2018-05-01

the new and updated seventh edition of political geography once again shows itself fit
to tackle a frequently and rapidly changing geopolitical landscape it retains the
intellectual clarity rigour and vision of previous editions based upon its world
systems approach and is complemented by the perspective of feminist geography the book
successfully integrates the complexity of individuals with the complexity of the world
economy by merging the compatible but different research agendas of the co authors this
edition explores the importance of states in corporate globalization challenges to this
globalization and the increasingly influential role of china it also discusses the
dynamics of the capitalist world economy and the constant tension between the global
scale of economic processes and the territorialization of politics in the current
context of geopolitical change the chapters have been updated with new examples new
sections on art and war intimate geopolitics and geopolitical constructs reflect the
vibrancy and diversity of the academic study of the subject sections have been updated
and added to the material of the previous edition to reflect the role of the so called
islamic state in global geopolitics the book offers a framework to help students make
their own judgements of how we got where we are today and what may or should be done
about it political geography remains a core text for students of political geography
geopolitics international relations and political science as well as more broadly
across human geography and the social sciences

Your Human Geography Dissertation
2017-02-09

a concise flexible and wonderfully written textbook which supports undergraduate
geography students throughout the stressful dissertation process divided into three
sections designing doing and delivering it is a complete overview of the key skills
needed to prepare research and write a successful dissertation

Historical Geography in Czechia: Themes and Concepts
2019-08-22

although the content of historical geography may be viewed from different perspectives
there is no doubt that historical geography has interdisciplinary character the
publication represents an outcome of cooperation among geographers and historians
within the historical geography research centre that continues more than forty years
old tradition of common researches in czechia beside discussing the disciplinary
origins the most vital research topics of present czech historical geography are
reflected in its contents transformations of landscapes historical towns and of regions

Geography Education Research in the UK: Retrospect and
Prospect
2023-11-01

this book provides a unique assessment of the development of research in geography
education and its future prospects offering a challenging critique of subject based
education research with particular reference to geography education across a range of



different jurisdictions it covers a range of topics including the changing role of
research in geography education the relationship between education research and
professional practice with special reference to geography education research the place
of academic subject knowledge in geography education research critiques of the
functions of research in geography education and the key issues for education policy
and policymakers concerning educational research at national and international levels
importantly in a period marked by radical change for education research and researchers
the book offers a timely appraisal of possible ways forward for geography education
research addressing the needs of academics research students policymakers and education
practitioners who undertake use or shape the future of research in geography education
it comprehensively explores the forces that have driven the development of geography
education research and pedagogy further by positioning its analysis in the context of
education policy debates in the uk and further afield it assesses the role and function
of research in education and offers an outlook on its future this book is essential
reading for all those who wish to understand the sporadic and increasingly uncertain
development of subject based research in education

Political Geography
2019-09-14

this innovative and thought provoking text will teach you about the diverse and
increasingly expansive sub discipline of geopolitics divided into three sections
political geography draws on case studies from a diverse range of scales contexts and
demographics to introduce you to the key approaches concepts and futures of geopolitics
you will cover an extensive range of key topics in political geography from feminist
geopolitics to non human worlds and nationalism to peace and resistance throughout this
first edition you will apply various theoretical lenses utilise a wide range of
examples both past and present and draw on cutting edge scholarship to reinvigorate
your understanding of important themes such as the state borders and territory based on
the award winning course at rhul politcal geography includes a variety of sites spaces
materials and images alongside in the field tips ideas for practical dissertation
research and tasks to facilitate active follow on learning case studies key terms key
questions and learning exercises and annotated readings are included throughout every
chapter to aid understanding and help you to engage and reflect on the content designed
as a core text for undergraduates and an introductory text for postgraduates with an
interest in political geography rachael squire is lecturer in human geography at royal
holloway university of london anna jackman is lecturer in human geography at university
of reading

Regional Renaissance
2021-05-04

this book examines ways in which formerly prosperous regions can renew their economy
during and after a period of industrial and economic recession using new york s capital
region i e albany troy schenectady etc as a case study the authors show how
entrepreneurship innovation investment in education research and political
collaboration are critical to achieving regional success in this way the book provides
other regions and nations with a real life model for successful economic development in
the past half century the united states and other nations have seen an economic decline
of formerly prosperous regions as a result of new technology and globalization one of
the hardest hit united states regions is upstate new york or the capital region it
experienced a demoralizing hemorrhage of manufacturing companies jobs and people to
other regions and countries to combat this the region with the help of state leaders
mounted a decades long effort to renew and restore the region s economy with a
particular focus on nanotechnology as a result new york s capital region successfully
added thousands of well paying skill intensive manufacturing jobs new york s success
story serves as a model for economic development for policy makers that includes major
public investments in educational institutions and research infrastructure partnerships
between academia industry and government and creation of frameworks for intra regional
collaboration by business government and academic actors featuring recommendations for
best practices in regional development policy this book is appropriate for scholars
students researchers and policy makers in regional development innovation r d policy
economic development and economic growth



The Physical Geography of Mongolia
2019-12-27

this book gives the most detailed and comprehensive physico geographical overview of
the very unique country of mongolia the country offers diverse geographical features
and natural landscapes combined with a long history this book offers integrated and
systematical research on the geophysical characteristics of mongolia with an academic
orientation it provides the readers with general knowledge of the physical geography of
mongolia as well as new results of the latest research the volume consists of 11
chapters each written by field experts with contributions from scientific researchers
from mongolia the topics covered geological and geomorphological characteristics and
processes landscapes and landforms climate and climate change hydrology glaciers and
permafrost soils environmental changes biodiversity and many other aspects of physical
geography in mongolia the book appeals to researchers and students of geography and
related fields and can serve as a guide for field trips to mongolia or basic literature
for research projects

Handbook for Teaching and Learning in Geography
2016-10-04

this exemplary handbook provides readers with a novel synthesis of international
research evidence based practice and personal reflections to offer an overview of the
current state of knowledge in the field of teaching geography in higher education
chapters cover the three key transitions into through and out of higher education to
present a thorough analysis of the topic

Teaching Geography Creatively
2018-06-14

teaching geography creatively was winner of the geographical association gold award
2014 and winner of the geographical association silver award 2017 this fully updated
second edition of teaching geography creatively is a stimulating source of guidance for
busy trainee and experienced teachers packed full of practical approaches for bringing
the teaching of geography to life it offers a range of innovative ideas for exploring
physical geography human geography and environmental issues underpinned by the very
latest research and theory expert authors from schools and universities explore the
inter relationship between creativity and learning and consider how creativity can
enhance pupils motivation self image and well being two brand new chapters focus on
creative approaches to learning about the physical world as well as the value of
alternative learning settings further imaginative ideas include games and starter
activities as entry points for creative learning how to keep geography messy the
outdoors and learning beyond the classroom how to teach geography using your local area
the links between geography and other areas of the curriculum looking at geography
creativity and the future fun and games in geography engaging with the world through
picture books teaching about sustainability with contemporary cutting edge practice at
the forefront teaching geography creatively is an essential read for all trainee and
practicing teachers offering a variety of practical strategies to create a fun and
stimulating learning environment in the process it offers a pedagogy that respects the
integrity of children as joyful and imaginative learners and which offers a vision of
how geography can contribute to constructing a better and more equitable world

Routledge Handbook of Health Geography
2017-09-07

the places of our daily life affect our health well being and receipt of health care in
complex ways the connection between health and place has been acknowledged for
centuries and the contemporary discipline of health geography sets as its core mission
to uncover and explicate all facets of this connection the routledge handbook of health
geography features 52 chapters from leading international thinkers that collectively
characterize the breadth and depth of current thinking on the health place connection
it will be of interest to students seeking an introduction to health geography as well
as multidisciplinary health scholars looking to explore the intersection between health
and place this book provides a coherent synthesis of scholarship in health geography as
well as multidisciplinary insights into cutting edge research it explores the key



concepts central to appreciating the ways in which place influences our health from the
micro space of the body to the macro scale of entire world regions in order to
articulate historical and contemporary aspects of this influence

Debates in Geography Education
2019-06-27

debates in geography education encourages early career teachers experienced teachers
and teacher educators to engage with and reflect on key issues concepts and debates it
aims to enable readers to reach their own informed judgements with deeper theoretical
knowledge and understanding the second edition is fully updated in light of the latest
research policy and practice in the field as well as key changes to the curriculum and
examination specifications expert contributors provide a range of perspectives on
international historical and policy contexts in order to deepen our understanding of
significant debates in geography education key debates include geography s identity as
an academic discipline what constitutes knowledge in geography places and regional
geography what it means to think geographically constructing the curriculum how we link
assessment to making progress in geography the contribution of fieldwork and outdoor
experiences technology and the use of geographical information school geography and
employability understanding the gap between school and university geography evidence
based practice and research in geography education the comprehensive rigorous coverage
of these key issues together with carefully annotated selected further reading will
help support and shape further research and writing debates in geography education is a
key resource that is essential reading for all teachers and researches who wish to
extend their grasp of the place of geography in education mark jones is senior lecturer
in education at the university of the west of england bristol uk david lambert is
professor of geography education at ucl institute of education london uk

Mastering Primary Geography
2023-12-04

mastering primary geography introduces the primary geography curriculum and helps
trainees and teachers learn how to plan and teach inspiring lessons that make learning
geography irresistible topics covered include current developments in geography
geography as an irresistible activity geography as a practical activity skills to
develop in geography promoting curiosity assessing children in geography practical
issues this guide includes examples of children s work case studies readings to reflect
upon and reflective questions that all help to show students and teachers what is
considered to be best and most innovative practice and how they can use that knowledge
in their own teaching to the greatest effect the book draws on the experience of two
leading professionals in primary geography anthony barlow and sarah whitehouse to
provide the essential guide to teaching geography for all trainee and qualified primary
teachers

Decolonising Geography? Disciplinary Histories and the End
of the British Empire in Africa, 1948-1998
2015-03-26

decolonising geography this book presents an extraordinarily sensitive account of
geography s histories in five african countries subjected to british colonial rule
craggs and neate draw together political and imaginative processes of decolonisation
through an innovative biographical approach that humanizes and enlivens the story of
our academic discipline it will be an invaluable resource for those seeking a deeper
understanding of decolonisation its recent trajectories and far reaching implications
on the african continent shari daya affiliate associate professor in environmental and
geographical science university of cape town by placing the experiences ideas and
practices of african geographers in the center of their analyses craggs and neate
provide an unprecedented account of historical and contemporary decolonizing struggles
within geography and the academy this book should be required reading for all those
looking to decolonize the discipline and dislodge it from its global north histories
institutions and ideologies mona domosh professor of geography the joan p and edward j
foley jr 1933 professor dartmouth college this meticulous work explores how colonialism
decolonization and postcolonialism shaped african geography and geographers it sheds
light on efforts to africanize the discipline a process which i was both witness to and
a participant in stanley okafor professor of geography retired university of ibadan how



did a generation of academic geographers engage with constitutional decolonisation
during the end of the british empire in africa in decolonising geography disciplinary
histories and the end of the british empire in africa 1948 1998 ruth craggs and hannah
neate explore how the teaching research administration and activism of geographers in
africa shaped the discipline and the post colonial geopolitics of the continent the
authors follow the professional lives of individual geographers to provide fresh
insights into decolonisation in the former british empire in africa drawing from
extensive archival research and more than 40 oral history interviews with geographers
in ghana nigeria south africa tanzania and the uk decolonising geography is a must read
for any reader in the uk and africa with an interest in the relationships between
geography and decolonisation

A Dictionary of Geography
2023-06-14

containing over 3 100 entries on all aspects of both human and physical geography this
best selling dictionary is the most authoritative single volume reference work of its
kind it includes coverage of cartography surveying meteorology climatology ecology
population industry and development worked examples and diagrams are provided for many
entries including 15 new illustrations all existing entries have been fully revised and
updated for this new edition and there is now expanded coverage of geographical
information systems gis and glacial geomorphology as well as the inclusion of more
international examples within definitions broadening its coverage considerably the
dictionary includes more than 400 new entries including economies of scope
marginalization rurality and tax havens and offshore financial centres recommended web
links are suggested for many entries accessible and kept up to date via the dictionary
of geography companion website packed with clear concise and authoritative information
this a z reference is an essential companion for all students and teachers of geography

Placing Property
2023-02-20

this open access book presents a legal geography of property rights in land through the
lenses of landscape and critical spatial justice it seeks to reassert the importance of
landscape and place in property as an alternative to abstract concepts of property
which dominate contemporary thinking it investigates property s origins and uptake in
the common law through the lenses of landscape and spatial justice providing a
genealogy of property from its early origins in pre feudal scandinavia to its
development as a cornerstone concept in english common law it offers a new perspective
and analytical tools to reconsider many accepted approaches to land in the law today
this book also contributes both to the decolonization of property law and critiques of
property s unsustainability as well as the examination of the role of law itself in
facilitating large scale land changes that destroy place and the ramifications of this
process as such it should be of interest to inter disciplinary scholars working in the
socio legal environmental and property law fields

Geography of Happiness
2014-04-01

this book offers readers a spatial understanding of happiness and subjective well being
by integrating spatial and geostatistical methods it sheds new light on the spatial and
geographical aspects of subjective well being geographical analysis allows us to
measure spatial and regional discrepancies in subjective well being and to identify
heterogeneous profiles in terms of social economic and environmental patterns
consequently the papers gathered here address various topics concerning the spatial
aspects of subjective well being including social injustice age new urban spaces and
tourism the book proposes a multidisciplinary approach and is intended for scholars and
students in the fields of geography economics and the spatial sciences by examining
several critical dimensions of happiness and subjective well being it enriches the
complexity of regional decision making on the path toward happier and more liveable
societies

The future of Inflight Entertainment in Europe, according



to passenger expectations: Why Airlines should embrace
Consumer Technology
2023-08-15

consumerization passengers toting their tablets laptops smartphones and e readers on
planes has forced airlines to re think should they continue to invest heavily into
inflight entertainment ife systems or just concentrate on offering wi fi and power in
the cabin the goal of this research was to define the ife offer of the future four
barriers that split the world into the three regions europe asia and usa in terms of
ife development were identified the cultural the commercial the technological and the
legal barrier this book focuses on europe which lags mostly behind with ife out of
these three regions for example as opposed to the us no major european airline offers
inflight wi fi widely on its network and in contrast to leading middle eastern airlines
none offers inflight live tv or the usage of mobile phones without restriction like on
the ground the target was to define ife from a consumer perspective to capture the
latter the author evaluated consumer satisfaction methodologies and decided to go with
the kano approach which categorizes alternatives of a product or service in this case
ife in must be attractive and indifferent elements a representative online survey
revealed movies and power to be must be tv and wi fi to be attractive and the rest e
books music games and duty free onboard to be indifferent elements of ife the majority
of people indicated that they would pay for movies and wi fi but not for power supply
tv or other content differently said content wise passengers only insisted in the
supply of movies for the rest they expected the airline to provide internet and power
so they themselves could get the content further sub groups were analysed people within
the sample with mutual characteristics like gender travel frequency or ownership of
smart devices so was music on a plane a must for women and owners of iphones were more
willing to pay for apps than others overall country of residence travel purpose leisure
or business and flight duration long vs short haul were the greatest dividers re ife
requirements

Theory and Explanation in Geography
2018-03-08

theory and explanation in geography with this book henry yeung puts geography back into
the driver s seat of new theory development foregrounding mid range theories and
mechanism based explanations he offers a pragmatic approach that has the capacity to
shape the wider social sciences for years to come the timing of this intervention is
pitch perfect as scholars search for ways to understand and intervene in an
increasingly distrustful and polarized world katharyne mitchell distinguished professor
university of california santa cruz usa critical human geography possesses a
distinctive theory culture pluralist creative distributed restless contested prone to
turning wary of orthodoxies and fixed positions in this original and provocative
contribution the leading economic geographer henry yeung steps out beyond his home turf
to engage styles and practices of theorizing across this diverse field carving out a
new remit and rubric for middle range theorizing jamie peck canadian research chair and
distinguished university scholar university of british columbia canada grounded in a
generous reading of a multitude of critical approaches in human geography and their
diverse conceptions of theory theory and explanation in geography draws upon cutting
edge debates on the mechanism based approach to theory and explanation in analytical
sociology political science and the philosophy of social sciences to inform current and
future geographical thinking on theory this consolidated conceptual work represents an
extension and much further development of the author s well cited works on relational
geography critical realism and causal explanation process based methodology
globalization and the theory of global production networks and theorizing back and
situated knowledges that were published in leading journals in geography the work has
several chapters that identify new directions for geography s current and future
engagement with the wider social sciences and relevant research agendas in geographical
thought its main chapters provide the necessary conceptual toolkits for mobilizing such
an expanding research program in the 2020s and beyond compared to typical texts on
geographical thought this book is less retrospective and historical and more
prospective in nature detailing why and how mid range explanatory theories can be
better developed through causal mechanisms and relational thinking that have been
revitalized in the social sciences theory and explanation in geography is an essential
read for academics geographers and scholars seeking unique perspective on an important
facet of the field



Territory Beyond Terra
2022-11-02

provides a focus on the planet s elements environments and edges to extend our
understanding of territory to the dynamic contentious spaces of contemporary politics

Geography Teacher Education and Professionalization
2019-03-25

this book focuses on how current and prospective teachers worldwide are prepared for
the significant task of teaching geography given the important role of teachers it
eschews a traditional career centric framework pre service in service teaching in favor
of a topical approach toward issues that all teachers face the book updates thinking on
geography education subfields such as gi education and fieldwork and traces important
contemporary discourses such as digitalization and sustainability the book further
explains the broad variety of institutionalization of geography teacher education in
various political systems in short this book collects strategies for geography teacher
educators worldwide to provide insight into the challenges conditions and solutions
present at the classroom and institutional level as such this book is a must have for
teacher educators and geography teachers worldwide

Evolutionary Economic Geography in China
2019-07-01

the book provides the first detailed account of the complex geographical dynamics
restructuring china s manufacturing industries from the evolutionary economic geography
perspective these geographical and industrial shifts have enormous implications in and
beyond china for what is possible in the post crisis global economy the book
demonstrates that the interface between evolutionary economic geography approaches and
other approaches e g global value chain global production network institutional
economic geography could be a fertile area for further consideration the two main
audiences that this book appeals to are economic geography and regional science the
topics covered in the book are also relevant to development studies economics economic
sociology and international studies offering academics international researchers post
graduate and advanced undergraduate students in these fields an accessible grounded yet
theoretically sophisticated account of the evolutionary economic geography in china and
its interaction with firm performance and regional economic development the book is
also attractive to national policy makers since it engages directly with economic and
industrial policy issues such as industrial competitiveness regional and national
development industrial and employment restructuring and trade regulation

The Geography of Slovenia
2019-04-17

this book is the first to give a comprehensive and detailed overview of the complete
geography of slovenia in english only very few countries even considerably larger ones
can boast the landscape diversity found in slovenia since the alps the pannonian basin
the dinaric alps and the mediterranean meet and interweave in this small corner of
central europe as do germanic hungarian slavic and romance cultural influences the book
provides a systematical overview of physical and human geographical elements of
slovenia from landforms to cultural characteristics special attention is given to
landscape diversity to the presentation of slovene landscape types and regions to some
particularities and interesting facts of slovenia and to the position of slovenia in
the world the book also illustrates some other important geographical phenomena
processes and interactions between nature and society in nowadays slovenia this volume
appeals to researchers as well as students in the field of regional geography it can
also serve as a source for complete background information as well as a field guide for
slovenia

Spatial Histories of Radical Geography
2014-01-20

a wide ranging and knowledgeable guide to the history of radical geography in north



america and beyond includes contributions from an international group of scholars
focuses on the centrality of place spatial circulation and geographical scale in
understanding the rise of radical geography and its spread a celebration of radical
geography from its early beginnings in the 1950s through to the 1980s and after draws
on oral histories by leaders in the field and private and public archives contains a
wealth of never before published historical material serves as both authoritative
introduction and indispensable professional reference

The Geography of Networks and R&D Collaborations
2014-05-09

the geography of networks and r d collaborations in particular the spatial dimension of
interactions between organisations performing joint r d have attracted a burst of
attention in the last decade both in the scientific study of the networks and in the
policy sector the volume is intended to bring together a selection of articles
providing novel theoretical and empirical insights into the geographical dynamics of
such networks and r d collaborations using new systematic data sources and employing
cutting edge spatial analysis and spatial econometric techniques it comprises a section
on analytic advances and methodology and two thematic sections on structure and spatial
characteristics of r d networks and the impact of r d networks and policy implications
the edited volume provides a collection of high level research contributions with an
aim to contribute to the recent debate in economic geography and regional science on
how the structure of formal and informal networks modifies and influences the spatial
and temporal diffusion of knowledge

The Geography of Tourism and Recreation

this fourth edition of the geography of tourism and recreation provides students with a
comprehensive introduction to the interrelationship between tourism leisure and
recreation from geographical and social science perspectives it still remains the only
book to systematically compare and contrast in a spatial context tourism and recreation
in relation to leisure time offering insight into the demand supply planning
destination management and impacts of tourism and recreation whilst retaining its
accessible style and approach this edition has been significantly updated to reflect
recent developments and new concepts from geography which are beginning to permeate the
tourism and recreational field new features include content on the most recent
developments climate change sustainability mobilities and crisis management in time and
space as well as trends such as low cost airlines and the control of land transport by
transnational operators in the eu such as arriva more attention to management issues
such as innovation and the spatial consequences for tourism and leisure development new
case studies and examples to showcase real life issues from both developed and
developing countries especially the us china and south africa completely revised and
redeveloped to accommodate new user friendly features case studies insights summary
points and learning objectives written by leading academics this is essential reading
for all tourism geography leisure and recreation students
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